
Response to the Law Commissions’ preliminary consultation on Automated Vehicles 

(Law Commission Consultation Paper 240; Scottish Law Commission Discussion Paper 166)  

 

Please note that this consultation response has been reproduced from information entered on the 

Citizen Space online portal.  

 

Any personal email addresses and phone numbers have been excluded from this document.  

 

Unanswered questions have been deleted from this document.  

 

 

What is your name?  

 

Sam Chapman 

 

What is the name of your organisation? 

 

The Floow Limited 

 

Are you responding to this consultation in a personal capacity or on behalf of your 

organisation?  

 

[Respondents chose from the following options:  

- Personal response; 

- Response on behalf of your organisation; 

- Other.] 

 

Response on behalf of your organisation 

 

 

CHAPTER 3: HUMAN FACTORS 

 

A new role in driving automation: the “user-in-charge” 

 

Consultation Question 1 (Paragraphs 3.24 - 3.43): 

 

Do you agree that: 

 

(1) All vehicles which "drive themselves" within the meaning of the Automated and 

Electric Vehicles Act 2018 should have a user-in-charge in a position to operate the 

controls, unless the vehicle is specifically authorised as able to function safely 

without one?  

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 

 

A few key reflections on "user-in-charge" 

1) 



The concept of user in charge is valued, useful, supported and preferential to 

other terminology. This status defines a role needed and supporting safety. 

2) 

Transition between the status of driver and user in charge will technically not be 

as clear to determine. Typically this may have a sliding transition making legal 

definitions less clear to implement.  

This is raised as it may cause issues in legal application where clear definition of 

being in one state or another or moving between them needs guidance. Even 

with guidance and precedent complexities can challenge the applicability of this. 

To explain in more detail below are two examples. 

A) (a standard transition approach as supported by 3.49 & 3.40) 

Transition of control is safest to be delivered in gradual exchange without sudden 

transitions  i.e. a more gradual shifting from man to machine control (or vice 

versa). This technical approach is required for subtle control changes to soften 

sudden changes in driving style, speed choices or intentions which can if 

suddenly switched introduce unexpected risk into the local driving environment. 

This general principle of transition can be very quick or prolonged depending 

upon the circumstances and type of transition but ultimately reaching a new 

control agent for the vehicle. State determination should only shift to 'user-in 

charge upon full transition of control. 

B) (a differing approach presenting issues) 

Smoothing can be much more ambiguous than a fixed timed transition however. 

For instance an extreme example of variable control is currently under pilot by a 

US automotive for 'full autonomy advanced cruise control'. This example is 

testing operation of technology that that will try to take over the full driving task at 

all times on interstae conditions. In such environments the technology seeks to 

move towards full control, however this control may be influenced throughout by 

the driver continuously shifting the balance of control between man and machine 

allowing the driver to influence the machine or let the machine take control to the 

degree they find comfortable. In such a circumstance the definition of user in 

control can be fully shared over a journey both making occasional driving 

decisions and neither being fully in control for extended periods with majority 

influence varying continuously between driver and vehicleAI without ever 

reaching either state of full control until one party stops all influence. In such 

circumstances the driver remains in control until full transfer and only then should 

"user in charge" be applicable. 

3) 

The agreed paths for "everything somewhere" are acceptabel requiring explict 

listing of authorised vehicles. 

 

(2) The user-in-charge:  

(a) must be qualified and fit to drive;  

(b) would not be a driver for purposes of civil and criminal law while the 

automated driving system is engaged; but 

(c) would assume the responsibilities of a driver after confirming that they are 

taking over the controls, subject to the exception in (3) below? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 



 

These are agreed given: 

a) that the driver or user in charge should have suitable insurance for the vehicle 

coverign its operation 

b) it should be clear that the automated driving system is "operating freely" and 

not "manipulated" into an automated driving state via improper means deployed 

by the user-in-charge or related third parties. I.e. to prevent inappropriate 

manipulation of 'automation'. In such circumstances a driver should still be liable 

due to manipulated triggering. This is akin to crash4cash scenarios today 

whereby drivers try to orchestrate a not at fault crash with another party (i.e. in 

this case using means to get the vehicle falsely assigned to blame 'assuming 

automation' albeit triggered by the driver or third party). This may be handled by 

other anti fraud law but under such circumstances this scenario should be 

considered as it would be incorrect for a vehicle to assume civil and criminal law 

if the AI had not "operating freely" engaged'. Wording should where possible 

support this to discourage from the outset potential fraud of this nature. 

 

(3) If the user-in-charge takes control to mitigate a risk of accident caused by the 

automated driving system, the vehicle should still be considered to be driving itself 

if the user-in-charge fails to prevent the accident. 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Disagree 

 

A vehicle should be capable of avoiding incidents to a degree better than humans 

in most operation. Vehicles can mitigate extreme environmental threat in the best 

way (e.g. automated emergency breaking and swerve manoeuvres) in such 

cases human interaction may more typically make a situation worse or trigger an 

incident that otherwise would of been avoided by the vehicle itself. 

Therefore encouraging users to take control and liability still being the vehicle 

would introduce extensive fraud activity in "cash4crash" scenarios. It would be 

better to discourage interaction in safety scenarios to allow the best mitigation of 

crash risk.  

By default a user-in charge should default to driver when taking controls...  

However it is strongly recommended that an investigation of in vehicle data is 

needed to determine liability in hand over conditions to remain fair to correctly 

proportion blame. 

 

Consultation Question 2 (Paragraph 3.45): 

 

We seek views on whether the label “user-in-charge” conveys its intended meaning. 

 

We support the label "user-in-charge" 

 

Consultation Question 3 (Paragraphs 3.47 - 3.57): 

 

We seek views on whether it should be a criminal offence for a user-in-charge who is 

subjectively aware of a risk of serious injury to fail to take reasonable steps to avert that 

risk.     



  

[Respondents chose from the following options: 

- Yes, it should be a criminal offence; 

- No, it should not be a criminal offence; 

- Other.] 

 

Other 

 

If a vehicle is driving itself (level 4 or above) with a designated user-in-charge they may 

or may not be aware (or able to intervene in time) for any emerging risks as disengaged 

from the direct driving task. 

If (and only if) able to identify a user-in-charge's awareness of a risk and a clear 

avoidance potential with a timeframe to enable mitigation should criminal changes 

should be possible. For level 4 or above without suitable instruction to resume control 

the vehcile should remain responsible. The reasoning behind this view relates to various 

studies in the time for users-in-charge to resume control of vehicles if disengaged from 

the driving task.  

If level 3 assistive technology is intended an 'active' driver is required to be in control at 

all times, in this case there is no need for this check as the driver is responsible still 

without ever reaching full 'driverless' control. 

 

When would a user-in-charge not be necessary? 

 

Consultation Question 4 (Paragraphs 3.59 - 3.77): 

 

We seek views on how automated driving systems can operate safely and effectively in 

the absence of a user-in-charge.   

 

For vehicles capable of delivering complete autonomous operation a number of 

precautions are required: 

1) approval via license application for vehicles to be considered "path 2" (something 

everywhere) and enabled for such usage accoridng to prescribed ODD's outlining scope 

of approved operation. 

2) approval via secondary license for operators to deploy the above approved vehicles 

for usage with required strategies for safe operation including maintenance, live 

monitoring and risk processes for extreme circumstances such as weather or any other 

impacts to normal operating ODD conditions to ensure safe operation according to ODD 

and agreed scope of vehicle operations.       

 

Consultation Question 5 (Paragraphs 3.59 - 3.77): 

 

Do you agree that powers should be made available to approve automated vehicles as 

able to operate without a user-in-charge? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 

 



Robust safety eligibility is required for any new approval  body. It is vital that this body 

is independent in nature. The task would be to review applications according to an 

agreed and licensed ODD. 

Compliance should be tracked post approval with recorded incidents monitored 

enabling revision and removal of approval status should it be in the public interest to 

revoke licenses to operate without a user-in-charge.  

 

When should secondary activities be permitted? 

 

Consultation Question 6 (Paragraphs 3.80 - 3.96):  

 

Under what circumstances should a driver be permitted to undertake secondary 

activities when an automated driving system is engaged? 

 

Given a Driver status a secondary activity would distract from the driving task that they 

still have a duty to perform thus should not be supported, distracted driving prevents 

attention and should not be supported. For a recent (just published) study of the impacts 

of this see https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/abs/pii/S1369847817300931 

Activities other than driving in level >=4 with user-in-charge status would support 

wakefulness of user-in-charge individuals thus given alerts to resume driver control be 

more readily followed. This ability to undertake other tasks could then be considered. 

 

Consultation Question 7 (Paragraphs 3.80 - 3.96): 

 

Conditionally automated driving systems require a human driver to act as a fallback 

when the automated driving system is engaged. If such systems are authorised at an 

international level:  

 

(1) should the fallback be permitted to undertake other activities? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

No 

 

When a vehicle requires monitoring "drivers" are not by definition "users-in-

charge".  

"Drivers" embracing other tasks has long been associated with accident 

causation and current legislation for mobile phone use and distracted driving is 

becoming global therefore the law should remain in place requiring responsible 

attention to the driving task at hand without allowing other activities.  

Unless a system is deployed enabling driver inattention as they are certified as 

safe to do so with the driver entering "user-in_charge" status via approaches to 

certify suitable autonomy and safety given inattention. A user-in-charge could 

therefore undertake other activities. 

 

(2) if so, what should those activities be? 

 

No activities for drivers only for user-in-charge.  

For "user-in-charge" alternative activities can be considered that leave the "user-

in-charge" in a position to resume driver status if called to resume a driving task. 



E.g. sleeping would not be acceptable but focus could be diverted to a screen or 

alternative controls to perform tasks allowing interruption if needed.  

 

CHAPTER 4: REGULATING VEHICLE STANDARDS PRE-PLACEMENT 

 

A new safety assurance scheme 

 

Consultation Question 8 (Paragraphs 4.102 - 4.104): 

 

Do you agree that: 

 

(1) a new safety assurance scheme should be established to authorise 

automated driving systems which are installed:  

(a) as modifications to registered vehicles; or 

(b) in vehicles manufactured in limited numbers (a "small series")?  

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 

 

We strongly support the idea of a single assurance scheme to approve 

automated driving system and installation given suitable approved and qualified 

installers (most typically via approved dealership networks and vehicle 

manufacturers themselves). Installation of equipment must relate to the list 

maintained by the secretary of state or have a mechanism to update and maintain 

a central record. 

 

(2) unauthorised automated driving systems should be prohibited? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 

 

Only authorised driving systems should be allowed. This prevents limited liability 

chains for insurance and increases public safety. 

 

(3) the safety assurance agency should also have powers to make special vehicle 

orders for highly automated vehicles, so as to authorise design changes which 

would otherwise breach construction and use regulations?   

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 

 

This is required to allow design changes in a complex system such that safety 

can be maintained and not eroded. 

 

Consultation Question 9 (Paragraphs 4.107 - 4.109):  

 



Do you agree that every automated driving system (ADS) should be backed by an entity 

(ADSE) which takes responsibility for the safety of the system?   

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 

 

Strongly agree.  

Given any system that can shift a user to "user-in-charge" a strong liability chain must 

be maintained for the vehicle to allow Insurance and litigation to relate back to the 

controlling vehicle originators in automated driving. Without this vehicles should not be 

approved for automated driving as it would prevent the legal functioning of the 

automated and electric vehicles act 2018. 

ADSE's should also provide a clear addressable contact point for recall notices. 

It must be clear that a register of ADSE's is maintained and made available for 

Insurance and Legal purposes for the functioning of the automated and electric vehicles 

act 2018.       

 

Consultation Question 10 (Paragraphs 4.112 - 4.117): 

 

We seek views on how far should a new safety assurance system be based on 

accrediting the developers’ own systems, and how far should it involve third party 

testing. 

 

Safety assurance systems from developers should not be all that is required to approve 

vehicles. I.e. Even in the same manner as type approval now a required third party test 

is required for safety and critical systems, this process must be required for autonomous 

systems.  

Simply following ASIL self declared testing according to ISO26262 is simply not 

sufficient to ensure longer term safety and third party testing or setting of testing cases 

is needed.  

Assurance needs instead to use agreed, shared and published tests applicable across 

the industry and applied to all similar systems. It is understood that early assurance 

systems will evolve and flexibility of approaches must be expected until more 

technology is brought to the market and standardisation occurs in testing and 

accreditation. Third party testing allows the ecosystem to learn and improve the process 

of testing to ensure better system wide safety. 

 

Consultation Question 11 (Paragraphs 4.118 - 4.122): 

 

We seek views on how the safety assurance scheme could best work with local 

agencies to ensure that is sensitive to local conditions. 

 

Collaboration channels must exist to allow inout to and from local impacts can be 

exchanged. 

To support the mechanisms for this existing and future CCAV projects must by 

encouraged to provide stronger guidance on how safety assurance schemes can work 

in practice for conjunction with local agencies to ensure systems are sensitive to local 

conditions.  



One approach to generalise this collaboration channel is to consider in authorisation of 

systems is the approved Operation Design Domain to include details of supporting 

conditions so as to allow mapping to local conditions to ensure localised safe 

implementation and fit of new technologies to determine where and what automation 

will be used whereby more suitable for local authorities to understand and map to traffic 

management and planning of local infrastructure usage.  

It must be expected that these communication channels should evolve over time as 

technology gains wider deployments. 

 

CHAPTER 5: REGULATING SAFETY ON THE ROADS 

 

A new organisational structure? 

 

Consultation Question 12 (Paragraphs 5.30 - 5.32): 

 

If there is to be a new safety assurance scheme to authorise automated driving systems 

before they are allowed onto the roads, should the agency also have responsibilities for 

safety of these systems following deployment?  

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Yes 

 

It is strongly advised to link the body for safety assurance to future market analysis and 

monitoring and potential recall and reassessment notices 

 

If so, should the organisation have responsibilities for:  

(1) regulating consumer and marketing materials?  

(2) market surveillance? 

(3) roadworthiness tests? 

 

[Answers chosen from list of options above:] 

 

(1) regulating consumer and marketing materials. 

(2) market surveillance. 

(3) roadworthiness tests. 

 

1) Consumer and marketing materials for a product must not extend beyond the 

approved Operational Design Domain of the functionality - this can be ensured by the 

assurance body as best placed to understand this areas compliance. This could be 

undertaken by the Advertising Standards Agency instead however should if carried out 

by the ASA it must be done still in conjunction with assurance expertise (who may need 

to undertake ongoing market monitoring and analysis anyway). In general it is vital to 

ensure clear guidance terms for driver, user-in-charge and full authorised vehicle 

autonomy features to ensure compliant advertising to not introduce confused 

understanding for the consumer/user/passenger. 

2) Ongoing market surveillance is vital as it is clear with complex systems that emergent 

behaviours can become apparent in wider usage which can impact safety. For instance 

some early production radar based AEB safety systems (out of the UK) had been found 

to trigger falsely when entering tunnels with metal expansion tracking in the road 



surface. In this case they understood the radar reflection to be a stationary vehicle 

causing vehicles to stop suddenly at elevating crash risk of the vehicle and those 

following. Such incidents can only be found with ongoing monitoring and if needed 

ongoing surveillance triggering testing or further investigation. We would recommend 

as well as assurance monitoring third party monitoring via telematics and Insurance 

could provide evidence into the assurance body when appropriate to maintain wider 

surveillance to maximise safety. 

3) If an assurance body is undertaking review of vehicle acceptance it is logical that the 

same body should be responsible for approving (or setting standards for third party 

testing) for autonomous roadworthy tests. Such tests must include a review of sensors 

which can become misaligned, none functional or impaired during rare driving 

circumstances. Such testing could be carried out by a third party but the outline, scope 

and setting and compliance of testing should be set by the assurance body if undertaken 

wider. 

 

We seek views on whether the agency’s responsibilities in these three areas should 

extend to advanced driver assistance systems.  

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: 

- Yes, extend to advanced driver assistance systems; 

- No, do not extend to advanced driver assistance systems; 

- Other.] 

 

Other 

 

Mostly NO but.... 

Given assistive systems not supporting a "user-in-charge" status and a human "driver" 

at all times it need not extend to advanced driver assistance systems as the human 

"driver" remains in charge.  

However the testing regime of the assurance body for key sensors may transition key 

skills into general MOT practices to check and ensure base operation of safety critical 

systems such as emergency braking having operational sensors. This could however 

alternatively be handled with extensions to the current MOT process to incorporate 

these lessons from the assurance body into all vehicle checks especially as assistive 

safety systems become mandated. This need not alter the extent however it may be 

sensible to optional empower the assurance body to widen some testing as seen fit to 

maintain public safety at a future date. 

 

Driver training 

 

Consultation Question 13 (Paragraphs 5.54 - 5.55): 

 

Is there a need to provide drivers with additional training on advanced driver assistance 

systems?  

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Yes 

 



Yes training should be given and acknowledged as such from users to ensure correct 

usage of technology. Already misuse of assistive technologies have resulted in fatalities 

and serious incidents. 

 

If so, can this be met on a voluntary basis, through incentives offered by insurers? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

No 

 

Voluntary training could be encouraged by Insurers but compliance with end users is 

not universal in such voluntary systems meaning large already risky demographics may 

not partake and this would not typically impact risk reduction in already worse risk 

demographics who may ignore training.  

Insurers may be able to positively adjust pricing if knowing what training has been 

undertaken and autonomous systems are available to a driver to act as an 

encouragement. 

However, automotives themselves are best placed to deliver training given vendor 

specific constraints of diverse systems.  

This could be engineered in such a manner that without training on the operation and 

extent of an autonomous function new vehicle drivers would have untrained 

autonomous operations disabled until untaken (stationary in the drivers seat). Then 

when trained would user-in-charge functionalities be made available. 

 

Accident investigation 

 

Consultation Question 14 (Paragraphs 5.58 - 5.71): 

 

We seek views on how accidents involving driving automation should be investigated.  

 

We recommend all vehicles involving automation should be enabled (via inbuilt or 

aftermarket technology) to provide data to third party insurance or agents thereof to 

enable handling of incidents. Depending upon the user-in-charges contracted insurance 

agreement. In such agreements users can opt to have either data provided when in 

motion at all times OR only around vehicle detected potential incidents. This would give 

Insurers or contracted agents an ability to determine liability in accidents and relay 

outcomes to the assurance body. 

To provide shared data it is essential that key data on the vehicles operation is made 

available for this purpose. This would include as a minimum vehicle telemetry, human 

vs machine controls and changes and steering and brake control interactions this list of 

key data may at times be updated according to assurance body in order to facilitate the 

understanding and fair processing of accidents. Insurers or agents of them who process 

accidents would have requirements to share outcome data with the assurance body to 

support surveillance activities detailed in section 12.  

Without access to key data it would be impossible for UK Insurers to determine liability 

as per the requirements of the automated and electric vehicles act 2018. It is therefore 

essential that key data is mandated to be shared in these conditions. 

For fatal, serious (or concerning) accidents an accident investigation branch could 

select to investigate higher profile accidents. 

 



We seek views on whether an Accident Investigation Branch should investigate high 

profile accidents involving automated vehicles? Alternatively, should specialist 

expertise be provided to police forces. 

 

Yes we strongly share these views as a dedicated investigatory body would have 

powers to help uncover root cause of issues and issue safety related recommendations 

and notices. However we recognise that the focus of any accident investigation branch 

may need at times to not focus only on higher profile cases but instead at times on 

examples of common cases that maybe less extreme but undertaken to ensure overall 

citizen safety. Investigation targets must be supported by market surveillance to target 

a safe systems approach to improvement by this body. 

Any such body must be set up to prevent duplication or confusion of efforts in existing 

road safety and investigatory agencies. 

 

Setting and monitoring a safety standard 

 

Consultation Question 15 (Paragraphs 5.78 - 5.85): 

 

(1) Do you agree that the new safety agency should monitor the accident rate of 

highly automated vehicles which drive themselves, compared with human 

drivers? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 

 

We agree this surveillance and monitoring is essential to improve safety between 

systems and human drivers however we caution the direct numeric comparison 

as suggested however.  

A simple metric with autonomous functionalities operating in differing operating 

styles, domains, times and conditions must be checked like for like against 

human and other machine "drivers" statistics to enable true comparison.  

Statistics of miles per accident ratio may favour inner city low mileage systems 

even if they are potentially less safe simply due to the miles travelled being 

comparatively low. Regardless of the statistical techniques used however (which 

can be separately investigated) a body to undertaken accident rate and data 

collation and monitoring is advised. 

 

(2) We seek views on whether there is also a need to monitor the accident rates 

of advanced driver assistance systems. 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options:  

- Yes, monitor advanced driver assistance system accident rates; 

- No, do not monitor advanced driver assistance system accident rates; 

- Other.] 

 

Yes, monitor advanced driver assistance system accident rates 

 

This is also advisable to monitor as advanced systems can introduce or mitigate 

risk. To monitor effectively however data needs to be shared on the availability 



and operation of such systems to determine degrees and locations of usage of 

differing features.  

No list exists currently to declare which vehicles have assistive system 

availability. Worse despite having functionalities in vehicles (if known) user 

operation rates vary considerably meaning without these data points statistic 

would be hard to utilise and draw firm conclusions.  

It is recommended that this data should be made available from automotives and 

shared to enable such analysis to be performed more accurately to regard true 

safety more transparently. 

 

The technical challenges of monitoring accident rates 

 

Consultation Question 16 (Paragraphs 5.86 - 5.97): 

 

(1) What are the challenges of comparing the accident rates of automated driving 

systems with that of human drivers? 

 

Repeated (and extended) from question 15 answer above 

A simple metric with services operating in differing operating styles, domains and 

conditions must be checked like for like against human "drivers" or other 

autonomous functions in the same setting for statistics to enable true 

comparison.  

Statistics of miles per accident (or hours driven) ratios may favour inner city low 

mileage systems (or motorway systems) even if they are potentially less safe 

simply due to the miles travelled being comparatively low (or speeds higher). 

Regardless of the statistical techniques used however (which can be separately 

investigated) a body to undertake accident rate collation and monitoring is 

strongly advised.  

It should also be considered that non fault accidents will make up a proportion of 

statistics that should not negatively influence the safety of a system. 

 

(2) Are existing sources of data sufficient to allow meaningful comparisons? 

Alternatively, are new obligations to report accidents needed? 

 

No existing sources of data are not sufficient to enable comparison.  

New and revised obligations for autonomous accidents must be gathered. This 

needs to be aware of and record the operating status of a vehicle at the time of 

an accident (e.g. human "driver", User-in-charge" or if supported and approved 

"full automation"). 

We strongly recommend vehicle telemetry is recorded either: 

1) throughout the journey and shared with insurer or appointed agent to enable 

analysis 

2) created around potential incidents automatically and shared with insurer or 

appointed agent to enable analysis 

3) triggered by the "user-in-charge" to indicate an incident that was not able to 

trigger automated recognition. 

Given the above data it is possible for an insurer to fulfill the duty of recognising 

fault as required in the Automated and Electric Vehicles act 2018. 



 

CHAPTER 6: CIVIL LIABILITY 

 

Is there a need for further review? 

 

Consultation Question 17 (Paragraphs 6.13 - 6.59): 

 

We seek views on whether there is a need for further guidance or clarification on Part 

1 of Automated and Electric Vehicles Act 2018 in the following areas:  

 

(1) Are sections 3(1) and 6(3) on contributory negligence sufficiently clear?  

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Other 

 

We are sufficiently happy with this being clear to us at a surface level.  

However, we are providing no further input on this question as Insurance 

organisations will provide more informed guidance in this area in particular 

concerning causation wording and determination and how this applies to the area 

of contributory negligence. 

Commenting further in this area would be out of core expertise areas. 

 

(2) Do you agree that the issue of causation can be left to the courts, or is there 

a need for guidance on the meaning of causation in section 2?   

 

[Respondents chose from the following options:  

- Leave to courts;  

- Need for guidance;  

- Other.] 

 

Leave to courts 

 

Yes, however other methods maybe adopted if supported by precedence and 

clear guidance that can emerge after a time where future evolving guidance and 

standard processing can limit the need for courts. 

We do however prefer to pass guidance on this area to the courts and profess a 

lower familiarity to the legal area meaning that advice from Insurance bodies or 

the courts should be weighted highly here. 

 

(3) Do any potential problems arise from the need to retain data to deal with 

insurance claims? If so: 

(a) to make a claim against an automated vehicle’s insurer, should the injured 

person be required to notify the police or the insurer about the alleged 

incident within a set period, so that data can be preserved?  

(b) how long should that period be? 

 

a) Vehicles with autonomous technology, to be licensed for sale/usage, 

should have a process to automatically transmit core data around potential 



incidents. Insurers of the vehicles should seek consent for data to be captured 

such as to enable fair processing of incidents. 

Such a condition for system approval ensures that all deployed autonomous 

technology can provide data for the purposes of mitigating incidents and handling 

claims without the typical need for a “user-in-charge” to trigger a core data 

transfer. Systems by default reliant on human users to trigger transmission are 

very problematic due to both 1) poor capability or compliance to enact and 2) 

more importantly a temporal delay in transmission preventing incident mitigations 

and increasing the chance that needed core data is no longer available to support 

the needs for fair processing as per the AEVA2018.  

It should be recognised that a transmission approach could be either just around 

recognised incidents, or it could potentially be at all times of operation with a more 

continuous core data transmission. Such a method of continuous data 

transmission may be preferable as it should be noted that automated incident 

recognition would be impossible to implement in all incidents (e.g. a non-impact 

incident without awareness from the user-in-charge whereby a pedestrian or 

cyclist was forced to avoid contact and injury resulted from this). In such cases it 

would be very hard to automate detection leaving no clear record of data unless 

using transmission of core data. 

Core data given transmission must be minimal just to support base claim 

understanding with a set of timestamped data fields. What data shared could be 

approved at point of vehicle license but would typically include simple telemetry 

and vehicle control data records (allowing proprietary data to remain with the 

automotive). One aspect of such data must include if the vehicle is operated by 

the “driver” or if the vehicle is in or transitioning to “user-in-charge” or fully under 

the liability of the ADSE as under autonomous operation.  

It is strongly recommended incase incidents are not recognised or vehicle 

systems are damaged that core data is persisted for as long as possible both in 

any transmitted server or directly within the vehicle to allow investigations to 

support legal and claim resolutions.  

b) It is vital that data and notice is made available as soon as possible 

after any incident to enable the best mitigations to incident risk and also potential 

related wider future incident risk.  

In the advent that data or notice is not immediately available or given it is 

recommended that core data be persisted as long as sensibly possible to support 

future claims. It is currently provisioned in the road traffic act 1988 that criminal 

liability may arise for failure to report accidents however the timeframe for this is 

not clear it should however be possible to persist data for a period beyond this 

 

Civil liability of manufacturers and retailers: Implications 

 

Consultation Question 18 (Paragraphs 6.61 - 6.116): 

 

Is there a need to review the way in which product liability under the Consumer 

Protection Act 1987 applies to defective software installed into automated vehicles?  

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Other 

 



In order to approve either software or sensor or physical changes to autonomous 

systems it is recommended that this is handled by the approving agency permitting 

whole system approved road usage. This is required to ensure that systems and part 

changes of them do not hinder safety, have adequate testing approaches and that an 

ADSE is in place covering all systems aspects (thus providing consumer protection and 

a liability route for any failures).  

It should however be regulated that no unauthorised software is used that has not taken 

this approval channel to ensure compliance. This would require appropriate criminal 

offences to supply and install without approval software, sensors or physical changes 

to autonomous systems into on-road vehicles). In this manner consumers would remain 

protected with a route to litigation and liability via the ADSE in the event of issues. 

 

Consultation Question 19 (Paragraphs 6.61 - 6.116): 

 

Do any other issues concerned with the law of product or retailer liability need to be 

addressed to ensure the safe deployment of driving automation? 

 

No not at this point.  

However it may become important later to investigate secondary claims and the fit to 

autonomous vehicles. For instance liability in the case of an ADSE that did not ensure 

suitable instructions and warnings in highlighting system liabilities. 

It should also be highlighted that the CPA is underpinned by EU directives so further 

changes maybe required here across a range of sectors not just autonomous vehicles. 

 
CHAPTER 7: CRIMINAL LIABILITY 

 

Offences incompatible with automated driving 

 

Consultation Question 20 (Paragraphs 7.5 - 7.11): 

 

We seek views on whether regulation 107 of the Road Vehicles (Construction and Use) 

Regulations 1986 should be amended, to exempt vehicles which are controlled by an 

authorised automated driving system. 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: 

- Yes, amend regulation 107 in this way; 

- No, do not amend regulation 107 in this way;  

- Other.]  

 

Yes, amend regulation 107 in this way 

 

Yes amend to remove uncertainty about fully autonomous vehicles (i.e. those permitted 

to operate without a user-in-charge but carrying passengers) with aspects of control 

remotely. 

 

Consultation Question 21 (Paragraphs 7.5 - 7.11): 

 

Do other offences need amendment because they are incompatible with automated 

driving?  

 



[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Yes 

 

Regulation 104 (point 7.6) is agreed this does not need a driver and wording should be 

altered to reflect this. 

 

Offences relating to the way a vehicle is driven 

Consultation Question 22 (Paragraphs 7.14 - 7.19): 

 

Do you agree that where a vehicle is: 

(1) listed as capable of driving itself under section 1 of the Automated and Electric 

Vehicles Act 2018; and 

(2) has its automated driving system correctly engaged;  

the law should provide that the human user is not a driver for the purposes of criminal 

offences arising from the dynamic driving task? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Yes 

 

When a  vehicle is operating correctly in its ODD and control has passed from the 

"driver" to the ADSE (with a only a "user-in-charge"). Responsibility for operation shifts 

to the ADSE and the human should not be considered a "Driver" for the purposes of 

the dynamic driving task that they are no longer in control of. 

 

Consultation Question 23 (Paragraph 7.21): 

 

Do you agree that, rather than being considered to be a driver, a user-in-charge should 

be subject to specific criminal offences? (These offences might include, for example, 

the requirement to take reasonable steps to avoid an accident, where the user-in-charge 

is subjectively aware of the risk of serious injury (as discussed in paragraphs 3.47 to 

3.57)).  

 

NO 

Assuming (as per question 3) that a ‘user-in-charge’ would be exempt from full 

monitoring, i.e. the vehicle is performing the monitoring and driving role within a defined 

ODD, then it should not be a criminal offence for a "user-in-charge" that does not 

intervene in any incident having passed control and awareness to the vehicle. 

This view is taken not only in the fact that any criminal offence in this area would blur 

the lines for liability between a “user-in-charge” and the ADSE. This is particularly 

relevant taking in mind various studies investigating the ability of users to intervene and 

resume control show that a gradual control shift is optimum and sudden control shifts 

can introduce more risk than they prevent. Of course, a ‘user-in-charge’ can opt to 

resume control and become a ‘driver’ under circumstances they deem required. 

However a duty to resume control under threat of a criminal offence would both remove 

liability from the automotive system and it would strongly encourage user interaction in 

fast changing scenarios. It is understood that doing this in sudden fast changing 

situations would be more likely to introduce risk than leaving a vehicle under automated 

control. 



 

Consultation Question 24 (Paragraphs 7.23 - 7.35): 

Do you agree that: 

 

(1) a registered keeper who receives a notice of intended prosecution should be 

required to state if the vehicle was driving itself at the time and (if so) to authorise 

data to be provided to the police? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 

 

Yes without such notice AEVA2018 would be impossible to fairly enforce. 

 

(2) where the problem appears to lie with the automated driving system (ADS) 

the police should refer the matter to the regulatory authority for investigation? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 

 

Yes without such notice AEVA2018 would be impossible to fairly enforce as 

investigation must be passed to those able to investigate the matter to determine 

liability. 

 

(3) where the ADS has acted in a way which would be a criminal offence if done 

by a human driver, the regulatory authority should be able to apply a range of 

regulatory sanctions to the entity behind the ADS? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 

 

This should follow with a transfer of regulatory liability to the ADSE as per 

question 22. A range of regulatory sanctions must be available to improve from 

any issues found and support improving safety across wider vehicles. 

 

(4) the regulatory sanctions should include improvement notices, fines and 

suspension or withdrawal of ADS approval? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 

 

Yes,  a full range of potential sanctions are required, these should but not be 

limited to include fines, suspensions (and in serious cases impacting public 

safety) withdrawal of ADS approval. 



 

Responsibilities of “users-in-charge”  

 

Consultation Question 25 (Paragraphs 7.37 - 7.45): 

 

Do you agree that where a vehicle is listed as only safe to drive itself with a user-in-

charge, it should be a criminal offence for the person able to operate the controls (“the 

user-in-charge”): 

(1) not to hold a driving licence for the vehicle; 

(2) to be disqualified from driving; 

(3) to have eyesight which fails to comply with the prescribed requirements for driving; 

(4) to hold a licence where the application included a declaration regarding a disability 

which the user knew to be false; 

(5) to be unfit to drive through drink or drugs; or 

(6) to have alcohol levels over the prescribed limits?      

 

[Answers chosen from list of options above:] 

 

(1) not to hold a driving licence for the vehicle; 

(2) to be disqualified from driving; 

(3) to have eyesight which fails to comply with the prescribed requirements for driving; 

(4) to hold a licence where the application included a declaration regarding a disability 

which the user knew to be false; 

(5) to be unfit to drive through drink or drugs; or 

(6) to have alcohol levels over the prescribed limits. 

 

It is expected that in controlled conditions the "user-in-charge" would resume the 

"driver" role as such full conditions for being a driver must apply. This includes all the 

above criteria. 

 

Consultation Question 26 (Paragraphs 7.37 - 7.45): 

 

Where a vehicle is listed as only safe to drive itself with a user-in-charge, should it be a 

criminal offence to be carried in the vehicle if there is no person able to operate the 

controls. 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Yes 

 

The status of "user-in-charge" requires a user to be able to resume a driving task given 

suitable controlled notice to do so - As such to intentionally not be able to do so would 

provide clear grounds for prosecution. Vehicles should be engineered to capture a user 

intent to adopt a "user-in-charge" role so that willing consent to enter this state is clearly 

recorded. 

 

Responsibilities for other offences 

 

Consultation Question 27 (Paragraphs 7.48 - 7.65): 

 



Do you agree that legislation should be amended to clarify that users-in-charge: 

(1) Are “users” for the purposes of insurance and roadworthiness offences; and 

(2) Are responsible for removing vehicles that are stopped in prohibited places, and 

would commit a criminal offence if they fail to do so? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Agree; Disagree; Other.] 

 

Agree 

Agree on both points but please note below: 

It should be noted in short term rental and contracted vehicle reuse scenarios that the 

vehicle operator may as part of its contracted duties ensure roadworthiness of loaned 

vehicles. In such cases liability for roadworthiness may pass to the vehicle operator. 

In the advent of FULLY autonomous vehicles not requiring a "user-in-charge" the 

registered vehicle operator should have this responsibility to both ensure 

roadworthiness and removing vehicles stopped in prohibited places - this should be 

included in a service level agreement to ensure for autonomous operator status.  

It should be highlighted that some aspects of 'autonomous roadworthiness' are beyond 

the capability of the "user-in-charge". For instance ensuring sensor alignment should 

have engineered checks to determine in vehicle potential sensor alignment issues or 

other such system configuration faults such that fault codes can be triggered which can 

prevent autonomous functions until corrected by a competent and approved centre. 

Such aspects of roadworthiness and fault tolerance must be included in a vehicle 

systems approval. 

 

Consultation Question 28 (Paragraphs 7.59 - 7.61): 

 

We seek views on whether the offences of driving in a prohibited place should be 

extended to those who set the controls and thus require an automated vehicle to 

undertake the route. 

 

Yes, vehicle automation should only be set to operate in known ODD compliant regions. 

This should be ensured by vehicle controls but if subverted to operate outside of design 

parameters the offence should be extended. 

 

Obligations that pose challenges for automated driving systems 

 

Consultation Question 29 (Paragraphs 7.71 - 7.88): 

 

Do you agree that legislation should be amended to state that the user-in-charge is 

responsible for: 

(1) duties following an accident; 

(2) complying with the directions of a police or traffic officer; and 

(3) ensuring that children wear appropriate restraints? 

 

[Answers chosen from list of options above:] 

 

(1) duties following an accident; 

(2) complying with the directions of a police or traffic officer; and 

(3) ensuring that children wear appropriate restraints. 

 



Yes to all, however the duties may be supported by vehicle technology, for 

instance:  

1) automated notification of incidents,  

2) adjusting vehicle behaviours automatically where able to comply with such 

direction or, 3) the vehicle altering the user-in-charge about incorrect restraints 

to ensure in place. 

 

Consultation Question 30 (Paragraphs 7.71 - 7.88): 

 

In the absence of a user-in-charge, we welcome views on how the following duties might 

be complied with: 

(1) duties following an accident; 

(2) complying with the directions of a police or traffic officer; and 

(3) ensuring that children wear appropriate restraints. 

 

We assume this question applies to either stationary vehicles OR fully 

autonomous with no user in charge present. In which case we recognise that 

engineering solutions can support compliance. 

1) automated notification of incidents and alerting to the operator or registered 

keeper,  

2) adjusting vehicle behaviours automatically where able to comply with such 

direction (to allow authority search) or,  

3) the vehicle can change operations  until correct restraints are in place. 

 

Consultation Question 31 (Paragraphs 7.71 - 7.88): 

 

We seek views on whether there is a need to reform the law in these areas as part of 

this review. 

 

These areas should be kept under review at this stage but not be incorporated into this 

regulatory review process.  

It is vital that good practice is encouraged however but at this stage it can be explored 

via the approval of vehicles to ensure good practice and education of end users. 

For full automation approval it should be clear that application should aim to resolve 

how these changes will be mitigated to enable approval for full autonomous status. 

 

Aggravated offences 

 

Consultation Question 32 (Paragraphs 7.92 - 7.123): 

 

We seek views on whether there should be a new offence of causing death or serious 

injury by wrongful interference with vehicles, roads or traffic equipment, contrary to 

section 22A of the Road Traffic Act 1988, where the chain of causation involves an 

automated vehicle. 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: 

- Yes, new offence; 

- No, no new offence; 

- Other.] 

 



Other 

 

We would strongly support a new offence although this could be either by extension of 

existing law extended to all vehicles or by a new offence for automated vehicles. We 

would prefer a single operating framework for all vehicles where possible. Regardless 

of formation there is a strong need to cover autonomous and fully autonomous vehicles 

for acts of wrongful interference. 

We would also argue offences are needed beyond death and serious injury to other 

wrongful interference's with less severe side effects yet having the potential to cause 

such. This is seen as vital to curb offences before serious consequences occur, 

This is seen as a priority requiring revised handling (As per question 34 (see later)) as 

we highlight specific wrongful interactions that need not touch a vehicle that may not be 

covered in existing interpretations of the RTA and could cause issues in autonomous 

vehicles if not regulated. 

 

Consultation Question 33 (Paragraphs 7.113 - 7.123): 

 

We seek views on whether the Law Commissions should review the possibility of one 

or more new corporate offences, where wrongs by a developer of automated driving 

systems result in death or serious injury. 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: 

- Yes, review new corporate offences; 

- No, do not review new corporate offences; 

- Other.] 

 

Yes, review new corporate offences 

 

Yes it is appropriate to review new offences in this area. This is felt to be needed to 

prevent issues whereby design and engineering can be limited to only meet testing 

rather than designing to meet the aims of the tested area. 

 
CHAPTER 8: INTERFERING WITH AUTOMATED VEHICLES 

 

Consultation Question 34 (Paragraphs 8.1 - 8.58): 

 

We seek views on whether the criminal law is adequate to deter interference with 

automated vehicles. In particular: 

 

(1) Are any new criminal offences required to cover interference with automated 

vehicles?  

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Yes 

 

It is technically possible to subvert safe vehicle operations remotely without 

criminal damage or direct access to vehicle digital or physical systems. This is 

also discussed in question 32 and as such should be considered alongside this 

response. 



In such circumstances it should be considered if criminal law is required to help 

protect safe operating environments that could be "influenced" to target reducing 

vehicle safety. 

For example: 

Millimetre wave radar can be disrupted making some vehicle sensors blind by a 

dispersal of metallic or sand particles into a confined geographic region. Although 

this could be overcome by use of other sensors and a safe shutdown its sudden 

nature and potential impact may require criminal law to prevent and process if 

this is used to deliberately trigger crashes for fraudulent purposes. 

Another example is the use of specialised materials that absorb radar and light 

which can result in autonomous systems lacking visibility of an object if covered 

in such materials. Effectively making the objects invisible to autonomous 

vehicles. Again a deliberate positioning of such material could be a planned 

attack or fraudulent activity. 

 

(2) Even if behaviours are already criminal, are there any advantages to re-enacting the 

law, so as to clearly label offences of interfering with automated vehicles? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Yes 

 

Embedding knowledge in the public of what is acceptable or not is of value in the 

early adoption and spread of autonomous systems. Clear labelled offences will 

highlight and support wider civilian compliance and therefore safety. 

 

Tampering with vehicles 

 

Consultation Question 35 (Paragraphs 8.28 - 8.31): 

 

Under section 25 of the Road Traffic Act 1988, it is an offence to tamper with a vehicle’s 

brakes “or other mechanism” without lawful authority or reasonable cause. Is it 

necessary to clarify that “other mechanism” includes sensors? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Yes 

 

Yes, this should include sensors, and computation components,  

Also to encourage overall safety at the point of seeking approval for autonomous 

systems approval it should be clearly demonstrated by ADS applicants that vehicle 

systems include self consistence checks for sensors with suitable fault codes that if 

triggered can hinder autonomous operation until sensor re-configuration is 

professionally checked and approved. 

 

Unauthorised vehicle taking 

 

Consultation Question 36 (Paragraphs 8.32 - 8.39): 

 



In England and Wales, section 12 of the Theft Act 1968 covers “joyriding” or taking a 

conveyance without authority, but does not apply to vehicles which cannot carry a 

person. This contrasts with the law in Scotland, where the offence of taking and driving 

away without consent applies to any motor vehicle. Should section 12 of the Theft Act 

1968 be extended to any motor vehicle, even those without driving seats?  

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Yes 

 

Yes - simply to make clear that theft or illegal control of all autonomous vehicles is 

regulated. 

             

Causing danger to road users 

 

Consultation Question 37 (Paragraphs 8.6 - 8.12): 

 

In England and Wales, section 22A(1) of the Road Traffic Act 1988 covers a broad 

range of interference with vehicles or traffic signs in a way which is obviously 

dangerous. In Scotland, section 100 of the Roads (Scotland) Act 1984 covers depositing 

anything a road, or inscribing or affixing something on a traffic sign. However, it does 

not cover interfering with other vehicles or moving traffic signs, even if this would raise 

safety concerns. Should section 22A of the Road Traffic Act 1988 be extended to 

Scotland? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Yes 

 

Yes, this would provide more uniform protection across the UK. However it should also 

be considered in light of Q34 in that disruption and safety could be undertaken in a 

range of ways which may not be covered under either existing law.  

A review would be wise to ensure coverage for all possible matters of disruption 

whereby an ODD region is manipulated to reduce safety. For instance the examples 

from Q34 are copied below: 

"For example: 

Millimetre wave radar can be disrupted making some vehicle sensors blind by a 

dispersal of metallic or sand particles into a confined geographic region. Although this 

could be overcome by use of other sensors and a safe shutdown its sudden nature and 

potential impact may require criminal law to prevent and process if this is used to 

deliberately trigger crashes for fraudulent purposes. 

Another example is the use of specialised materials that absorb radar and light which 

can result in autonomous systems lacking visibility of an object if covered in such 

materials. Effectively making the objects invisible to autonomous vehicles. Again a 

deliberate positioning of such material could be a planned attack or fraudulent activity." 

This is a potential risk in the Insurance sector whereby interference could be new means 

that could allow deliberated Insurance claims and fraud. Offences should be put in place 

to prevent this occurrence where possible as it could badly damage safety for all unless 

addressed. 



 

CHAPTER 9: “MACHINE FACTORS” – ADAPTING ROAD RULES FOR ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE DECISION-MAKING 

 

Rules and standards 

 

Consultation Question 38 (Paragraphs 9.6 - 9.27): 

 

We seek views on how regulators can best collaborate with developers to create road 

rules which are sufficiently determinate to be formulated in digital code. 

 

It is important to ensure that a single set of road rules apply to ALL vehicles to prevent 

confusion or differential handling either of which would impact risk on the road and lead 

to diverging and non normalised behaviours in groups of vehicles.  

In structuring laws to apply to all vehicles it may be required to stress clearly for 

automated systems any exceptions and interpretations to help encode clear handling.  

Autonomous system developers need to ensure a close relationship with regulators 

such that rules can be evolved that supports all vehicles. 

 

Should automated vehicles ever mount the pavement? 

 

Consultation Question 39 (Paragraphs 9.6 - 9.37): 

 

We seek views on whether a highly automated vehicle should be programmed so as to 

allow it to mount the pavement if necessary: 

(1) to avoid collisions; 

(2) to allow emergency vehicles to pass; 

(3) to enable traffic flow; 

(4) in any other circumstances? 

 

[Answers chosen from list of options above:] 

 

(1) to avoid collisions; 

(2) to allow emergency vehicles to pass; 

(3) to enable traffic flow; 

(4) in any other circumstances. 

 

We would support that autonomous vehicles should have the same full capability 

to operate under the same restrictions and operating freedom as human drivers 

do when under ADAS control. Therefore we would argue it should be possible to 

mount the pavement in rare situations. 

That said extreme caution should be deployed in programming automated 

systems such that vehicles should always execute a path designed to lower risk 

in all operation which would in most situations prevent mounting the pavement. 

However in circumstances that warrant this it could be possible to either ask the 

user-in-charge to resume control or attempt to operate a risk mitigation operation 

that could allow mounting the pavement. 

 

Consultation Question 40 (Paragraphs 9.6 - 9.37): 

 



We seek views on whether it would be acceptable for a highly automated vehicle to be 

programmed never to mount the pavement.    

 

It will be acceptable as long as human drivers do this - autonomous vehicles should be 

allowed to execute any safe manoeuvre that humans do thus allowing lowest risk 

operation, this in rare situations can be on the pavement.  

In practice however any programming allowing mounting of the pavement would first be 

rare in the extreme and should only be undertaken to mitigate risk. 

It should also be noted that in many environments (such as shared usage highly 

pedestrianised streets) and rural roads, pavements maybe omitted entirely. In these 

circumstances the care exhibited needs to take this into account regardless of a 

pavement being present or not.  

 

Should highly automated vehicles ever exceed speed limits? 

 

Consultation Question 41 (Paragraphs 9.40 - 9.47): 

 

We seek views on whether there are any circumstances in which an automated driving 

system should be permitted to exceed the speed limit within current accepted 

tolerances. 

 

As per question 39  

"We would support that autonomous vehicles should have the same full capability to 

operate under the same rules, restrictions and operating freedom as human drivers do 

when under ADES legal control. " 

Therefore autonomous vehicles should operate in conditions that safe human drivers 

operate in. Typically this would never exceed any speed limit including inbuilt 

enforcement tolerances. With this in mind prosecution should be evenly applied to 

vehicles (with ADES being liable) as with human drivers for infractions.   

It should be noted however that in practice autonomous vehicles will likely never exceed 

encoded speed limits in order to execute minimal risk operations. This will include speed 

control for any ODD (typically using ISA technology, also applicable for human vehicles 

and under review in the EU). This technology and similar methodologies minimising risk 

in path selection should imply that in practice maximum safe speeds are never 

exceeded regardless of the far more coarse speed limit. This approach informs a far 

more fine grained maximum speed over the road network and encourages overall safer 

driving. For instance in a 50MpH rural road, ISA or autonomous technology would adapt 

a differentiated speed maximum depending upon the location and conditions of each 

corner despite being in a 50MpH area it could be more appropriate to limit speed to 

20MpH on a particular corner for instance. 

It is for this reason we do not encourage separated legislation or enforcement of speeds 

for autonomous vehicles as we understand the technology itself and new means to 

control speed will minimise concerns in this area.     

 

Edging through pedestrians 

 

Consultation Question 42 (Paragraphs 9.49 - 9.55): 

 

We seek views on whether it would ever be acceptable for a highly automated vehicle 

to be programmed to “edge through” pedestrians, so that a pedestrian who does not 



move faces some chance of being injured. If so, what could be done to ensure that this 

is done only in appropriate circumstances? 

 

Yes 

Again as per question 39,  

"We would support that autonomous vehicles should have the same full capability to 

operate under the same rules, restrictions and operating freedom as human drivers do 

when under ADES legal control. " 

In practical terms however vehicles should not have programming supporting contact 

with pedestrians in any situation. Vehicles should operate in a method that mitigates 

risk in movement but also gives the freedoms afforded to human drivers. As such risk 

mitigation movement in crowds on shared streets may recommend slow controlled 

movement through pedestrians. It is also recognised that a "user-in-charge" may want 

to resume control as a "driver" in such circumstances given that the vehicle operation 

should be risk averse and avoid contact with pedestrians at all times. 

To put controls in place for such ODD's that need this would be best placed in system 

testing and checks before being given approval for autonomous operation. This task 

can be part of the approval process to ensure testing is in place and strategies exist to 

mitigate risk in such situations. It is highly expected in extreme situations of this sort 

that "users-in-charge" control maybe requested to revet to the human "Driver". 

 

Avoiding bias in the behaviour of automated driving systems 

 

Consultation Question 43 (Paragraphs 9.68 - 9.74): 

 

To reduce the risk of bias in the behaviours of automated driving systems, should there 

be audits of datasets used to train automated driving systems?   

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

Other 

 

No, not unless agreed asa global approach required. Removing bias in behaviours of 

automated driving systems should be supported however.  

In general the inspection of data sets used or of 'learned' systems configurations may 

not accurately inform upon the ultimate implementation and any bias of any final 

complex system. Instead approval processes should follow global regulatory good 

practice and wide testing approaches to test this. This approach is currently best 

demonstrated with 1) more advanced testing and 2) ongoing monitoring of usage for 

any emergent issues. This process should of course include bias. This task should be 

carried out by the ADS regulatory body.  

It should be noted that inspection as described looking at datasets would be highly 

problematic for those involved as 1) the data would be very large and 2) building such 

technology is highly reliant on protected IP in the area hampering disclosure and 

openness to support this process. 

 

Transparency 

 

Consultation Question 44 (Paragraphs 9.76 - 9.88): 

 



We seek views on whether there should be a requirement for developers to publish their 

ethics policies (including any value allocated to human lives)? 

 

[Respondents chose from the following options: Yes; No; Other.] 

 

No 

 

We do not think this is required.  

Ethics of operation should however rely on overall risk minimisation yet this can take 

multiple paths and consider differing objectives depending upon the task being 

automated.  

From the basis of complex safe systems the ethics are instead better focused as human 

design criteria and cannot be said to be making ethical based decisions. Ascribing these 

human descriptors to emergent behaviour is in itself not helpful to its understanding or 

safe implementation.  

Instead automation should be seen as merely solving a decision task in defined 

circumstances. We think this is best described in terms of aspects of the design domain 

and risk mitigation strategies employed. We think this is best to document for the 

approval of an autonomous technology rather than a human ethical descriptor. Such 

descriptors should be a part of the autonomous technology approval process. 

 

Consultation Question 45 (Paragraphs 9.76 - 9.88): 

 

What other information should be made available?   

 

A clear listing of the following would support common understanding and alignment 

across the industry: 

1) a clear ODD description including road types and operating conditions on them taht 

technology can be deployed in 

2) a clear list of all autonomous features with a precedence (if needed) equiped for each 

vehicle, e.g. AEB can override other higher level functions  

3) a clear list for each autonomous technology that states any unsafe usage within the 

ODD (if any exists), e.g. lane keeping functioning (and derived technologies) maybe 

susceptible to poor quality lane markings even if within a ODD. 

4) a clear ADES provided for a vehicle. 

However we feel a wider disclosure beyond classification and may slow adoption of new 

technology so is not required at this point.   

 

Future work and next steps 

 

Consultation Question 46 (Paragraphs 9.91 - 9.93): 

 

Is there any other issue within our terms of reference which we should be considering 

in the course of this review?  

 

Nothing further to add here 

 


